


Tolerated Individuality 

I survived father hate in a typically male way, I had the 
privilege of pretending to be one of them, I knew it wasn’t 
logical. I was told I wasn’t one of them, I had my mother’s 
face, I was a Mullin through and through, I was stubborn because 
I wouldn’t bend to his commands, wouldn’t flinch as he lay down 
the law, wouldn’t be swayed by his superior adult male logic. 

I will never be able to let go of these feelings of being an 
outsider, they are who I am, I can only attempt to stem the 
survivor guilt in me. When I remember hugging my dad after he’d 
finished brutalising or demeaning my mother or brother I feel 
ashamed. I feel a wrongness that I was oblivious to interpret, a 
wrong emotional response rather than a vengeful active approach. 

Now I know how lucky I was, that I knew on some level I wasn’t 
ready to full on forward attack my dad, at the time I didn’t 
know there was any other option but loving your dad. 

One of my earliest memories is sitting by a river bend after 
school just sitting and thinking, being, remembering family 
togetherness building dams on the river, playing poo sticks. I 
wanted that deeply, I was aware I couldn’t be seen directly, 
playing with the other kids, but I liked the idea that the 
adults would have to take time and think to know where I was. 

With this came an identity, I heard a pride in my mum’s voice 
when she told the other mums where she found me, a deep nature 
boy that one. 

I knew she would because whenever there was bedlam at home I 
would always take myself off outside. I knew how important it 
was that I didn’t see her cry because I saw it once, or get 
upset or argue but more than anything, she didn’t want me 
involved in the drama; to become something I didn’t understand. 

Joshua was a resistance fighter, in the trenches telling both 
parents what they were doing wrong, living the trauma, with two 
sunburn creased lines between his eyebrows to prove it. 

I was a dreamer I liked this new state of being, I distrusted 
and held onto my words because I saw them used by other people 
like daggers or simply to pull on heart strings. I must have 
thought a lot about how words are only used to hurt each other 
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and get one over each other because by the time I was in 
secondary school I’d been given another personality story to 
hold onto. 

I was like my great granddad I told people, he was a quite 
honourable man, would say hardly a word, but he always knew when 
something was at odds, so when he did speak his words had a 
profound impact on people. I became the listener and solver. 

I thought about how small I was in this incomprehensible 
beautiful universe that I read in stories, I didn’t try much to 
understand it just admire it. I wanted to mimic its uniqueness, 
I wanted to be compassionate. I probably started labelling a lot 
of things, good and bad, normal and extraordinary. I went vegan 
with this people gave me the identity pacifist. 

It wasn’t till the army came to school that I had a chance to 
practice what I’d learnt. Reading back over my diary at the time 
I felt a huge responsibility to my friends that they wouldn’t go 
off and get killed for no good reason. 

I’ve tried to stay as real to the 15 year old kid who’s newly 
forming ideas were shaped through the experience of what 
follows. 

I spread my ideas militantly, if they were going to advertise 
the killing of innocents in my school me and my young cronies 
were going to disrupt it. I wrote up a petition, confronted 
every kid in school with this reality. I made a ruckus because I 
was doing something radical that had never been tried before in 
the school’s history. 

I must have got three quarters of the whole school to sign my 
little clip board chart, not least because of the rumours that 
were spread, some of the kids straight out of primary learning 
about conscription in history class cued up to sign it, sensing 
a tangible fear. 

My betrayal came suddenly, the teacher who invited the army to 
school flipped out at me, saying I was trying to limit other 
student’s access to knowledge about the army. I walked away 
furious, even more committed to stopping them, I schemed with 
friends how we could lock doors and sit on stage. I thought how 
an institution committed to educating, expanding minds could let 
someone go off and kill others half way across the world. 
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I stubbornly asked all the head of staff each day when the army 
would be coming to school, all of them told me it hadn’t been 
scheduled but they’d tell me when they knew, not for a while… 

When I walked into the school the next day to find everyone at 
assembly with teachers keeping a close eye on their forms in 
rows, I was pissed. I walked in from one side of the hall and 
surveyed the scene with contemptuous hilarity, down the hall, 
past the class sitting quietly transfixed on me, ignoring my 
form teacher’s calls to come sit down, and out the other end. 

I sat outside with 4 girls fuming, a teacher came round to ask 
us back in, I glared back and 3 of us slinked back in. So this 
was the great resistance effort the 2 of us crumpled down to the 
floor. We started talking about how depressing it all was, how 
powerless the teachers had made everyone feel, people had been 
scratching their name off the petition for fear of getting 
punished. We hated everything that was in that room and we threw 
in a few choice words of our conversation into the hall. 
BULLSHIT! The teachers guarding the doors peered through the 
curtains at us, they were afraid of us! Aha so they should be! 
Our beings and ideas were powerful! 

The talk ended, the army officer came out and I felt an anger 
welling up in me, but I had nothing to say to him, the head of 
department came next, I had a maths lesson with him next but 
he’d lied to me only yesterday, I had no interest in hearing 
what he had to teach me. He encouraged me to move, saying it’s 
finished now, I laughed a laugh that came from the pit of my 
being, it was just the opposite of how I was feeling, a dramatic 
change in my being, nothing had come and gone, only feelings 
inside of me had grown a 1000 fold. 

He threatened me with truancy, I learned the best way to get on 
an adult’s nerves was never to rise to them, never give them any 
ammunition. I just looked at him. None of the politics needed 
words, we weren’t going to get one over on each other, we were 
simply diametrically opposed and I wished the opposite of 
wanting to be understood by him by engaging him in conversation. 
I just watched him walk away. 

The rest of the day I sat exactly where I was and made paper 
cranes for peace and talked to anyone and everyone. I was 
committed to public resistance. Resistance is emotional, 
beautiful even and I’d crossed a treasonous line with 
characteristic style. Action would from now and forever be how I 
wrote my story. 
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The next few weeks I was in and out of full time detention where 
I wasn’t even allowed to go to class, I had to be watched 
carefully to curb my disruptive ways. 

I raged against the teachers that had lied to me, but when I was 
in detention I got my first whiff of privilege, the kids I was 
in with admired my rage but with a sense of novelty. 

I thought they’d understand more than anyone why I was fighting 
them, but they didn’t, they believed in the system more than 
anyone, they just got angry sometimes and needed to lash out and 
so were seen as unpredictable. 

For most of them a care worker or teacher was the only people 
that would believe in them, show them the rails. I knew where 
the rails were but I wanted to derail them and set a new course. 
But I began to hate the idea that I could afford to step off and 
be an example only to intelligently articulate a political 
reason to excuse myself. 

Even more entitled than that I had a co-conspirator believing 
mother who used her knowledge of the care work regulation and 
punishment system to stop me from being expelled and afford me 
an easier sentence than my friends setting off alarms by setting 
fire to bits of paper and smoking in toilets. 

I came out of school feeling a strong sense of purpose, that 
words weren’t necessary in finding my-self, which validated my 
search for a spiritual interconnectedness based on compassion. 
Also the people telling you what you should or shouldn’t do can 
be the worst amoral shits on the planet. 

I grew up as an outside, the scouser adopted into a tiny village 
in a valley in wales. This moment was the activation of an 
identity I only knew through the biker friends of my mum and the 
stories they would tell together that I looked up to. 

An identity known only to myself that no one could take away 
from me, and I felt my internal world growing stronger, I felt a 
sense of purpose, the more active I felt fighting oppression, 
the more alive I felt. Now I have the privilege of being able to 
jump into so many struggles without getting burnt out or losing 
face. 

My only limits are when I am being asked to conform to a 
situation I don’t agree with, in this way I need to stay 
spontaneous, my inner strength comes from the efficiency by 
which I can throw myself into a struggle and make gains, I am 
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learning now to transform that into a circular routine of 
building my bases. 

My outer self is a culmination of novelty stories of struggling 
through hardship and pushing through in pursuit of truth and 
finding pockets of hope. I need people around me to be open, 
allow me to tell my story slowly and not restrict my image to 
something that suits them. 

When I’m on the road I’m still that little kid who 
disassociates, but the game of living with strangers allows me 
to feel creative. I feel like I need to make connections more 
strongly; because mutual aid is so important, the entire journey 
is dependent on other people. When I look at my life I see the 
journey, my life is about the means by which we make change not 
the end. 

All out rebellion against my dad’s lies 

It was only after a slow inner rebellion of ideas leading to a 
protest at school that launched me into challenging my dad head 
on for the first time in my life. This radical shift, flipped 
the relationship he had with my brother, from being the bad son 
to getting the warmth he so craved, I thought I was acting in 
solidarity with my brother against our abusive father with the 
rebel kid who'd never conformed to anyone in authority. 

But it was biding my time through my younger years that I was 
able to deal with the vicious fights and 'here's Johnny!' 
moments every time I tried to barricade myself in my room to get 
away. 

When my brother left for university I used the house as a base 
for self-reflection and going on inward journeys, I'd grown used 
to the routine of being half the week in one life I felt totally 
akin to and one I felt a total stranger to but anxious to 
understand. I was close to Liverpool and would go on epic cycle 
rides to the buddhist centre on lark lane, my antis or anywhere 
I just so happened to end up. 

Even though my relationship with my dad was violently bubbling 
over I saw it as a test of conquering my fears, he tried to kick 
me out of that house so many times but I fought back, I was 
adamant that I had a right to a section of the house under his 
obligation as a parent, and he'd have to call the police on me 
to get me out, how I'd laugh at the thought of that. 
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The last time I went back he was doing the christian tolerance 
bullshit till he broke up with his girlfriend and lost all hope 
of anyone loving him again. I saw the void shroud of rage 
descend over his vision and blankness in his eyes that night 
which I had too easily forgotten, we fought bitterly and I broke 
all contact. 

I still have feelings of wanting to rekindle old relationships 
on my tormentors side of the family, but then I can’t imagine 
having to justify no contact, he was an emotionless tool who 
loathed me and told me I was like my mother if I showed any 
independent thought, I was a threat to his dream of reaching 
Wimbledon through us, I rode his shoulders till I was 16, I 
obediently denied it as he abused and beat my brother, dragged 
my mother penniless through court (3 times), stopped in the car 
in the place where he told us a dad gassed his 5 kids and him to 
sleep, asked us if we could believe it, said no, both knew we 
were thinking yes. There is no hope of change in the monsters 
head. 

I don’t believe I ever had a relationship with my 
dad, but I miss the one that could have been 

My dad would do a 1000 things for you, would commend me on 
achievements, and would always be ready to start conversations 
from things that I’d told him before to engage me, but he also 
sold me down the river to be a cheap laugh to his mates, 
wouldn’t let me move on from my mistakes and was generally 
scared of being at all caring. 

When I was 8 I got in trouble for telling a kid who’d nicked my 
swing in the park to ‘go fuck your own ass’ because I’d seen it 
on south park sitting on the sofa at home, drinking a beer with 
my dad.  

He was obsessed with the episode where the teacher thinks his 
dad doesn’t love him because he was never sexually molested.  I 
don’t know whether it was because he found it awkward relating 
to us, or he was just fascinated by weird things, he’d research 
news stories of murdered prostitutes and kids, and take us to 
the place where it happened. 

Death was always in the back of our minds, when my brother was 
struggling through puberty and school, dad didn’t know what to 
do with him so he told him to write a list of everything bad, 
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and he read it out at bedtime, after offering a few tips and 
being cast off by a moody teenager he tried this tact; ‘I think 
you should just end it then, yea there’s no point’. He was the 
big kid that we had to grow up and console, he’d threaten to 
leave the country because we wouldn’t do our homework and my 
brother would have to remind him that he was loved and not to go 
do something stupid like go kill himself just because they had a 
fight. 

When we started going through puberty he was shocked how fast 
I’d grown pubes, he told us about how naked boys used to be seen 
as a beautiful thing in history, in the morning he pulled the 
sheets off our bed to take a photo of me and my brother naked, 
we both shot up to tell him what the fuck was he doing? To this 
day I don’t know whether he was just fucking stupid or perverse. 

On the ride home from school my brother told him we’d both got 
girlfriends now, so are you happy we’re both straight? He didn’t 
say anything; probably he thought it was too early to tell. 

After that he would talk to me about endless research he’d done. 
He’d tell me in some parts of Italy and Thailand if they had 
only boys in the family the mother would turn the youngest son 
into a girl to keep her company. The detail of how could a man 
rape a woman without tying her down, and could a man really be 
forced to get it up and be raped. He’d tell me about 
phycologists in America that had found methods to keep young 
boys from becoming sissies, so he stopped reading Huckleberry 
Fin to us at night because 2 boys naked on a raft is potentially 
gay corruptive ideas. 

He lived through us and drove us to 3 different sports lessons a 
day from river dancing and ice skating to swimming and football, 
until he’d narrowed down to one sport we could really achieve 
greatness in that we had to spend all our time training for; 
Tennis. 

He was obsessed with teaching us Science and sports, the rest he 
said you could learn on your own.  But I think he couldn’t 
relate to anything else.  

He was depressive, unstable and prone to big mood swings, he’d 
fly off the handle into a violent rage over mornings and night 
time after mulling over something that didn’t align with his 
traditional values (dreads, phycology etc.), intensely 
fixated on difference, awkward. 

Someone who was intensely fascinated by new concepts because 
he was so damaged he never took the time to construct his own 
worldview, causing him to fixate on anyone expressing 
difference, obsessing so much as to not be able to see past 
their image to the meaningful experiences they hold onto.
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The Stalin Effect
Andrei Codrescu 

Nobody dies like Stalin did. He didn't just die, he 
took the world with him.  

     My world, at any rate. I was eight years all when it 
happened. They told us at school. All the kids cried. Our 
teachers cried. It was a lament. You should've heard it: it 
was the parting of the waters, the tearing of the veils, the 
weeping by the shores of Babylon.  

     I went home on back alleys so nobody'd see me 
whimpering. Stalin had been everything to me. In all the 
pictures on the wall and in the school books he was 
surrounded by adoring children. He smiled on us from 
above, kind, understanding, protective.  

     For me, personally, he was father, pure and simple, 
because I didn't have one of my own. I had his portrait on 
my little nightstand table and every night before I went to 
sleep, I told him a prayer my grandmother had taught me:  

Our Father who Art in 
Heaven Hallowed by Thy Name  
Thy Kingdom 
Come   They 
Will be Done  

 After that I slept securely under the shadow of his mustache. 

     When I got home from school, my stepfather and a man 
I didn't know were stitting at the kitchen table with their 
back to the door. I slipped in unnoticed and hid under the 
table. I was too upset to talk.  

 "I'm glad the sonofabitch is dead!" my stepfather said. 

 "Amen!" said the other one. 

 My world was right there and then shattered and lost forever. 

     Later, I watched the people cry and tear their 
hair publicly on the streets, but I somehow knew that it 
was all a show. They were just using the occasion to 
grieve, weep, and cry for other sorrows. Stalin was just 
an excuse to mourn for the world. And I suspected fraud 
about the whole race of fathers, leaders, and men larger 
than life,  

  There are no fathers, I decided, only
mustaches which scatter in the wind, hair by hair, 
which vanish, disappear, betray, and leave you alone 
at night. 
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Continued - Stockholm syndrome 

Do you believe that there could ever be an 
intelligent nostalgia for the communist order in 
Eastern Europe? 

Well Hell it’s already going on, I’ve heard a lot of people 
say things like we were better under Nicolae Ceaușescu.. If 
you threw a bottle at the police, you’d get arrested.. The 
place is haunted with nostalgia. 

A tyrannised people forces you to ask why do people get to 
love their chains.. in your book on the outside you ask 
why a free people like the Americans who have never known 
any chains, so much love to volunteer to be conformists?

It may well be that conformism transcends ideological 
systems, in that it is just a part of the human desire to 
get along and not make waves, you know and the kind of 
conformism that I talk about in the United States is 
qualitatively different than the kind of conformism that 
Romanians experience there because it was coerced, there was 
fear.  

I think there is probably a big difference between Stalin and 
Vanna Wight, although I tend to write somewhere that they 
both serve the same function, to make you believe that the 
world makes sense.  Because if you turn those letters over, 
underneath somewhere, there are intelligible phrases, never 
mind that they are clichés and that they are these things 
these endless things. But the world makes sense, you can 
guess at them and it’s the same kind of feeling of security 
that Stalin gave us because the iconography of communism of 
that period of communism is so comforting, it made sense of 
the world and anyone who struggled out found themselves in a 
wilderness, and I think that any time people experience the 
wilderness in a certain way, part of their selves will resist 
it. 
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Pathalogical Anarchist - 
 
A Case Study 

by The Anarch (squee.anarchyplanet.org) 
- edited to make it more readable

Complex of Abuse 

Relationship to Selfishness that was prevalent so frequently 
when I experienced abuse. What I mean by “Selfishness” is not 
simple egotism, but self-centred reasoning.  

A selfish if/then statement would be the teacher telling the 
child that they should not misbehave because it will make the 
teacher look bad or have a hard time performing their role as 
teacher; if you misbehave, then I am burdened by this.  

You should not misbehave because you won’t be able to learn; 
the if/then statement is: if you misbehave, then you are 
burdened by this.  

The difference between these two forms of if/then statements is 
one of “if you, then I” as opposed to “if you, then you”. The 
former presumes the child (in the example) to be a means to an 
end and it is fundamentally self-centred reasoning.  

The latter presumes that the child has her own goals, emotions, 
thoughts, and experiences that can be related to and presumes 
the child to be an end in and of them. 

Self and Others 

Throughout my development, Selfishness of this sort affected me 
so deeply because of its association with abuse, that I learned 
to respond to advice, instruction, and other forms of 
consideration with distrust.  

In every area in my life that I had found it difficult to 
develop healthy habits of living, beneficial behaviours, a 
recognition of the implicit rewards in doing something, and 
value for certain things in general there is a direct 
relationship with attempts made to teach me them through 
selfish if/then statements (and manipulative rewards or 
punishments justified with those statements).  

This Selfishness of others became a personal selfishness: not 
through the internalization of their logic, but through an 
ironic response to it. I grew to lack any real concept of trust 
in others to think of me as an end in myself and came to expect 
that when I related to someone (for the first time or 
consistently), this would be the most common way in which I 
would be related to.  

What these expectations lead to was an ambivalent temperament, 
loneliness from distancing myself from those who I recognized 
this Selfishness at work within, fears that I could not rely on 
anyone else, and contempt for objectification. In this way, I 
developed my own sort of selfishness that was solitary, 
generous without expectations of mutual generosity, emotionally 
distanced, guarded, and defensive.  10



Authority/Care 

For me, Selfishness epitomized what “Authority” meant to me. 
Those in an authoritative or authoritarian role relied on this 
logic that I had come to despise. The antithesis of this was 
care (or love). Those who could express their motivations for 
trying to teach me something, correct me, or otherwise help me 
with if/then statements that were what I felt to be considerate 
(if you/then you statements) were not Authority: they were 
mentors, instructors, scientific thinkers, admirers, and most 
importantly their logic caused me to feel loved (or, cared 
for).  

So, I developed a deep loathing for Authority and a deep 
enthusiasm for those who “cared”. Unfortunately, people are not 
that simple: someone who deeply cares about me may express that 
care with if you/then I statements, someone who doesn’t care 
about me but instead wants to take advantage of me may know how 
to appeal to this complex, and abuse (or, domination) was what 
I wanted to avoid the most: not mere “selfishness”. 

Introversion/Extroversion 

The sort of selfishness that I developed also pulled me towards 
an introverted way of being-in-the-world. Since I had a hard 
time trusting others, loathed being objectified, and all the 
rest detailed above, I formed a complicated relationship with 
myself and very few deep and meaningful relationships with 
others.  

This isn’t to say that I was or am always introverted or that I 
don’t have many relationships with others, but I do approach 
social life with an inward-facing perspective: putting feelers 
out for indications of Selfishness, inspecting my own thoughts 
and feelings (and the way I am affected by others), restraining 
my expressions of emotion (for related fears of vulnerability), 
and wearing a mask of superficial and easily displayed outward 
behaviours to mediate between the vulnerable life of my 
interior and the selfish world of my exterior. 

Interdependency 

While my Abuse lead to; a solitary, somewhat detached, 
introverted, and anti-authoritarian character, it has taught me 
how to become self-reliant in many ways. 

In rejecting Dependency, my embrace of being Independent 
was less significant, instead rejecting the dichotomy in 
favour of a interdependency that I find amongst open 
communities with an internationalist agenda. 

This opens up the possibilities for me to have relationships 
with others that are grounded in being part of a mutually, co-
creative community: not because of ideology, but because of how 
I learnt to survive growing up and becoming  
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Anarchism 

The fundamental values that I aspire to can be found at the 
root of my psychological complexes before I came to learn about 
Anarchist Ideology: 

Nature,  Mutuality,  Art,  Regularity,  Autonomy,  Co-Creation,  
Security,  Flexible Structures,  Community 

Anarchism has played an interesting role in my Life History as 
a way to link these complexes to the social fabric. It has also 
played an interesting role in relation to my World of Desire as 
a justification for my desires and a history of others who have 
come to desire similar things. In this way, I identify as an 
Anarchist.  

Anarchist social theory has also opened me up to a vast range 
of topics, logics, behaviours, and desires that – although 
connected to the above complexes – go beyond them. What is 
important here is how anarchism as a framework so readily 
coincides with values I have already developed for very 
personal reasons.  

In this way, in being unable to practically separate the values 
that arise from my characteristic complexes, from the values 
that are elaborated on by anarchist thought; fighting to live 
an anarchist life (and to co-create an anarchist commune and 
revolution) and living my personal life are the same thing. 
Therefore, I am pathologically anarchist…   
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I Love Struggling Artist films; 

- Frances Ha, Llewelyn Davis, Withnail & I, 
Into the Wild, Vagabond, Humboldt County, 

and Authentic Kids;
- The Architecture of Reassurance, Following Sean,

The Red Balloon, Mud, Sugar Cane Alley, Sleepers,
Brick, The Client, To Kill a Mockingbird, Teenage, 

Drifters, queering heterosexuality, not fitting into a 
time schedule and learning to be authentic, daydreaming 
more important than reality, trying on new identities, and 
throwing off old subjectivities, being caught out for 
overacting stereotypes of people they meet to fit in. 

This picture was snapped just before I entered a timed 
race down a steep ski run zigzagging slaloms on the last 
day of holiday, having done no practice beforehand.  

Instead I’d been in my own world all week abandoning my ski 
school and using my innocent face and ski pass credentials 
to sneak out at lunchtime and join other groups to the 
bemusement of teachers who hadn’t realised I’d joined their 
group till they realised they had one more kid to keep an 
eye on till the end of the day. 

I had the best week of my life, joining some troops of kids 
that were from Newcastle more to my liking, making funny 
faces at other kids with no shared language, and generally 
making it up as I went along, wondering all over the 
mountain, safe in the knowledge that I could blend into any 
mass of little people pizza-ing down the ski runs in lines 
like joining a conga. 

Going from one house to another, to heading off to the 
French alpes on a whim, there wasn’t much time to understand 
and process being alive; ‘to be or not to be’ didn’t really 
feel like an option. 

When you’re growing up status quos are so difficult to 
topple because everyone else around you is competing to best 
understand the consensus of the world and culture dynamics, 
so subcultural new ideas are optimized in the naive kid 
‘going through a phase’, saying he has a better idea than 
this shit. 

Growing up not knowing any other option but to love the 
Dear Leader, then later repulsed at the memories, you 
quickly learn to doubt every instinct you have, and always 
be ready to see things from the other person’s point of 
view. 

Some times this lead me to doubt my own convictions and 
be indicisive. 
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I could never get on the end of opinions, like what is 
anarchism. An idea you could pick up or put down. I felt you 
had to live it, when I was still a kid first living on site,

I went to events and joined in activist workshops, I had some 
funny ideas at the time like the police were just the top gang 
on the street. In reality I was just regurgitating stories I’d 
heard about police in Liverpool walking round with automatics 
as a show of force, and the legions of police drumming on riot 
shields during the Toxteth riots.  

I’ve seen the flourishing of idiosyncratic conspiracies at one 
end of the anti-hierarchy spectrum to people who don’t often 
get the chance to brat out in daily life going around events 
venting at everyone because no one’s been delegated to have 
the exact information on hand to deal with them, so because 
they’re not satisfied that must mean nothing can be organised 
horizontally. 

Ultimately I do it because I enjoy working with a diversity of 
people. When I was a kid, I never really wanted to be part of 
any cliques, because the self-respect you have to hand in at 
the door to be accepted can take a lifetime to gain back. 

I was lucky I guess I had time to contemplate the world as 
best I could, part of that was having a protective older 
brother, and maternal guiding force around me and the 
privileged knowledge that I would later grow up to be a tall, 
handsome man, hopefully with my Liverpool family’s lyrical 
wit, less rough man with scars to prove it, more pretty boy I 
knew people would objectively appreciate. Not that I'd pretend 
I cared of course but a superficial safety net I could fall 
back on all the same.

Growing up, Tomboys seemed to mimic all the spiritually good 
aspects of both genders. They were out to have a good time 
but they didn’t take any shit. I never got hooked on images 
of women hanging off men as decoration, of needing to be 
kept in line or cared for like a puppy, but neither did 
tomboys.

I always wanted to grow up to be like the tomboys, this 
might seem counter intuitive. I’m a man who doesn’t have to 
work to be seen as anything but masculine. I also don’t want 
to be female bodied. I tie my maleness to being tall, lanky 
and sporty (no matter how imaginative that link is) and I 
like the confidence I’ve got out of being able to reach for 
a branch, swing around a tree, hit a tennis serve at 90mph, 
and I appreciate the physical aspects of having a sexual 
appendage that’s mainly on the outside of my body. 
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Desiring a permanent state of change

Childhood for me was bedding in the back of cars, cornflakes 
in pint glasses, licking the hot chocolate residue from the 
bottom of service station cups, an old arcade station, the 
smell of chlorine that filled sports centres, board games 
and ski runs you had to risk life and limb to build up as 
much speed as you could to ride out the flat.

This always being on the move was crazy delirious, but from a 
kids perspective it was exciting, going back to a broken home 
was the problem. So my desire for permanence came in the 
image of a hippie bus or trekking bike that I could fix with 
my own skills, so that I could stay on the road forever and 
not have to worry about being locked down into violent 
structures like bailiffs knocking on the door.

I seek out foreign adventures as playgrounds for my 
consciousness, I centre my life around those exciting 
experiences outside the norm that are rare to come across in 
most people’s lives so that I can know that feeling of being 
alive for as long as possible and teach other’s to do the same. 

Instead of building my life up like an island, struggling 
away to cement in peoples mind a steady reputation, I prefer 
to maintain what I have and rely on an ever changing 
notoriety to foster new relationships. 
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Lifestyle Anarchists 

Having detailed the good reasons Anarchism helps survivors of 
Abuse find their place in the social fabric. It is important 
to say the opposite. I have seen friends who seem to thrive 
in Anarchist communities, until they leave and feel betrayed 
by the false consensus effect, then for example totally 
reject volunteering time to help someone without being 
rewarded explicitly, or happily spend all their time thinking 
about what clothes sell a certain image of conformity. 

There is little comfort in being ahead of the curve in 
communication skills and movement organising, if you have 
to watch the rest of the world burn around you.   

But if you can take solace in the little difference you do 
make and the relationships you foster then you can admit to 
yourself that the world isn’t going to change overnight just 
because you can point out the power dynamics at play. 

If your whole life is struggling for a better world, what does 
it mean if you actually achieve that world or never achieve 
it, sure you can show people a better way to live but if all 
your goals in life are reaching that utopia, would you really 
be content if it was realised, or are you so much wrapped up 
in the martyrdom of doing this for the next generation of less 
damaged souls to grow up and be happy, that you wouldn’t mind 
conveniently being killed off during the revolution, like the 
end of a bad movie? 

For me, the point is not to convert people to the subversive 
lifestyle agenda, the struggling artist or activist life is 
not something to be admired, but their unique position 
outside the status quo to be an example of how to move 
towards a better world.   

Sure you could say everyone will always have their own 
idealistic dreams, and it’s about aligning them with 
Libertarian values, but I want my goals to be grounded 
in the real now. 

Anarchism for me is just about being honest about the 
violence that lies under the surface of every country; 
new countries aren't born overnight, and political crisis 
that affect countries, when the hope of the downtrodden 
masses outweighs the fear subjugated by a few. 

We grow up reading those detective mystery books that keep us 
safe in the knowledge that with enough time every murder 
mystery can be gotten to the bottom of. But it says nothing of 
the structural violence that is all legal in the world in 
order to preserve the capitalist system. 

I look at the tragic case of Zionists instigating a 
polarization of a land and people by starting a religious 
war, carrying out the same attacks that the army would do 
later as occupiers, to terrorize a people. 16 



One side believes their superior logic will win out in the 
end, and convince the other side that their colonial 
religious agenda is misplaced. While the latter feels safe in 
the laws of international war to claim another countries 
land, giving free rein to the nutters goading on the 
apocalypse. 

Whilst the history is fresh like an open wound, this most 
recent of self-perpetuating logical falacies will be 
rehashed over and over.

But not until every other government plutocracy on earth 
has stopped acting like a singular competing empire, do I 
believe the STATE of Israel will fall, because it is 
propped up by a people most reliant on it existing, who 
have been close to being wiped out because they’ve never 
before had a legitimate state and army protecting their 
interests on the world stage. 

As for Identity politics I'll leave it to the great orator 
Hitchens to sum up (a man who happened to be a sexist, old 
world communist pig, but not what he dedicated his life's 
work to in advancing critical thinking and libertarian 
values): 

I think one of the reasons for the disappointment 
amongst audiences, who’ve seen the film, and for the 
absence of any lasting effect, that some might have 
hoped… (Spike Lee) could have extended his remarks and 
said, family values, abstinence from alcohol and drugs, 
sexual continence, small business was another one. 

I have read countless articles in the conservative press, 
saying as a role model, people might do well to emulate 
him, why aren't more people like Malcolm X? Well if his 
points were as easily assimilable as that, then I don’t 
think one can count him as a revolutionary. 

What does Malcolm X mean to me? Everywhere you look in the 
world today whether it might be Bosnia or Haiti or the 
former Soviet Union or West Germany.  You can see there 
are always basically two kinds of people, there are those 
who think that the tribe into which they were born is the 
main thing about themselves and nothing can change that. 
If they could only like that part of themselves more, 
congratulate themselves more, they would only be too happy. 

Then there are people who think Internationalism is not just 
a desirable thing, it is actually the only way the world can 
be organised in practical terms, and is the only way it can 
be, and there are people who have had the experience of 
crossing that gulf. 

Malcolm X who had had everything the white racists could 
throw at him, refused to let the racists be his teacher and 
that is why his example in the moral and exemplary sense is 
undimmed and that I think would be an excellent way in 
which to remember him as an example of a man along a road 
of which a lot of people have still got a lot of travelling 
to do. 
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A feminist-ally is unable to understand he’s being 
abused by a member of the oppressed.

The signs 

The warning: another activist tells me she’s hurt people before 
when we first get together, I ask what am I supposed to do with 
that, she doesn't know anything more, Why wasn’t the information 
there? Why did I forget so readily? 

First flight from fantasy: I don’t want to hurt you; I want to 
remember you as a holiday love. You’re so young; 

Showing me pictures to compare my jawline to an older man she 
likes. 

First letter: I do things to make you think I’m trying to hurt 
you. Whenever you see this please stop me. Putting the 
responsibility on me, if I abuse you it’s your fault for not 
stopping me. 

Going from descriptive title to less can be tough: boyfriend 
to lover. Having a male lover clash with her identification 
as gay and wanting other people to recognise that side of 
her more than anything. 

Cheats with Madeline: Why did you get upset, make me look 
bad? (Me: Just call me stupid); STUPID! Ahaha (release), 
what made you think to say that? 

Cheats day free from exams: relationship fizzling out, I 
take off to Switzerland.  She gets Exam stress; I need you, 
I come back, it’s passionate, I go home and we’re on the 
phone for a month planning trip to morocco supporting each 
other every night from a safe distance. I turn up in 
Cambridge, things are distant, we take a picture snap and 
she pretends to throw up at the coupley photo. We decide to 
have sex without a condom so she can feel me, we are 
climaxing and I can’t pull out fast enough, there is a rage 
in her eyes, a fire in her erupts. I sit on the floor 
apologising, taking in all her pain, then we start to get 
ready to go out to a gay nightclub, she shows me a colourful 
top, I say I don’t feel good and I don’t want people to 
think they can pull me. She squints at me and says sharply 
Why not! Could be FUN! (ye know fun, that thing we don’t 
have). Is that what you want, to go out and pull? Are you 
seeing someone else? A great anxious moaning comes from her 
Yes! Ok YES! 

On the phone: It’s funny because I was talking to my lover 
about our relationship when you called; if you hadn’t told me 
you’d starting seeing someone new, maybe I wouldn’t have 
found new energy for that relationship and we would have 
broken up. 
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You couldn’t understand why I didn’t talk around 
any of your friends in Cambridge 

When we ran hand in hand from the union building we’d 
transformed into a spectacle, with a policeman on our tail and 
growing tired running circles round town, I held onto you 
fiercely till all hope had disappeared. 

I tried to hold you when you got out the police station and in 
the courthouse to comfort you but you had friends for that, when 
you were sick and hallucinating I held you from behind as you 
rang round your friends to comfort you, I was jealous then, I 
know now, I was never wanted on that level, to be compassionate. 
I was just a fantasy. I think we were both bemused by what place 
we played in each other’s lives. 

When we stormed a lecture building in support of teachers 
striking and sat down to organize I didn’t live up to the 
projection you’d put in your friends minds, you were upset that 
I didn’t achieve my potential. 

Your friends talked about each other behind their back like they 
were deformed beasts with no substance, vacuous, void of 
relevance, and you wondered why I kept a part of myself hidden. 

You called me up when I was in London, I said I could get the 
train over, your voice went dead, then you explained to me that 
your friends had been spreading round a joke that when I was 
being interviewed in the police station, I hadn’t gone no 
comment, I was just being me. You cried at me, why don’t you 
talk? Why don’t you talk to them about small things, I said I 
never thought about it, just felt uncomfortable, if I was to 
look at my life I’d never experienced such talk, such surety in 
their voices, such a small town with so many people moving so 
fast, such grand buildings, such… privilege came the word on the 
other end of the phone… yeah actually I'm sorry, she said. But 
the anxiety of not being accepted by them, proved too potent. 
Their shadows followed her everywhere it seemed, we were never 
alone for their shadows spoke through her and I was forced to 
fight a fierce battle with her daemons. 

Whilst I continued to fight the battle, the war was already won, 
I was conquering fears that bore no fruit, I grew tired of 
asking if she remembered what that fight was all about because 
for her it was over the moment the words left her body, and I 
never worked out if they were ever much part of her being or 
just a perverted tool to tie up ends in me that sort only good 
ascetics.  
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After cheating then dancing with Madeline in front of me: Why 
did you get upset, make me look bad? (Me: Just call me stupid); 
STUPID! Ahaha (release), what made you think to say that? 

Stupid!

Seeing each other again after we'd broken up the 
first time. 

“You are stupid! How can I help you understand, I don’t think 
it’s possible” 

At this point I was curled up in a fettle position, holding a 
blanket up under my eyes and shaking when she stood up over me 
ripping at the blanket 

“Don’t try and hide from me! You know I called you in wales…”

“"I really want to hit you"” 

It was all too much, I would cry and try and hide my tears from 
other people coming in. I’d try sitting on the floor to show her 
I didn't pose a threat. 

When I got it together I walked back to the cabin, she would be 
there with her brother and ask me where I was sleeping, I would 
point to the top bunk bed and she would climb up, I would get in 
slowly and lye there confused and she would just be lying there 

Staring at me until I'd start to well up again, I would be 
whispering sorry anxiously, she would hold me close to her until 
I felt I needed her again. 

When I left a few days later, nothing was said, nothing was made 
concrete, because it was already demonstrated that she had a 
hold on me and could pull me back whenever it suited having me 
in her life. 

These moments of understanding that I knew the power dynamics 
I was in and felt too weak to escape, only increased the abuse. 
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Accepting Poly as an escape strategy

A boy’s heart is breaking because they’re going along with 
polyamory because they trust their partner to be responsible and 
are learning from their first relationship what is good to do 
and what not to do. 

On the phone: It’s funny because I was talking to my lover about 
our relationship when you called; if you hadn’t told me you’d 
starting seeing someone new, maybe I wouldn’t have found new 
energy for that relationship and we would have broken up. 

Polyamory made her abuse on the surface more acceptable to other 
people but also more visible to me. 

When I arrived at her house, I was sat down and told anxiously 
that there'd been a switch up, she was seeing someone new, I 
could forget about Zee. I should have been ecstatic, the nemesis 
in my head was gone, she'd even told me about this new lover 
before we'd had sex, and there was no torturous denial for days 
on end. 

But this wasn't the person I knew, something was very wrong, I 
found myself asking why the old relationship ended so soon, why 
was there a media blackout on its downfall. I thought back to 
the long night telephone conversations we'd had before we 
started this poly journey where we’d thrash out feelings, all 
the risking emotional vulnerability had been replaced by seeing 
a woman. 

I realised I’d been managed into staying as the comfortable 
image that never changes. It’s not just shitty for me, for the 
other lover they can never live up to that image of the long-
term often long distance prophetic boyfriend in the sky. If 
anyone you know says I love girls too much in that tone that 
says not enough to settle down with but enough to play around 
with and play off against my other partner I urge you to run, 
run away fast.  

Having a new lover had been introduced into a gulf of emotional 
distance between us, because we were never able to surgically 
remove the part patriarchy played in our relationship the fact 
that it was a man left an unmovable obstacle. 
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My sexuality was in a state of chaos, I didn’t know what it was 
like to love a man, I only knew the fucked up dynamics in this 
relationship because I had nothing to compare it to this meant 
digging up old wounds on crumbling foundations to find the 
source of my insecurities: 

Every time we were going through betrayal horribleness. I was 
given false hope that I was special using the only male that she 
could be attracted to as a safety net. 

I felt like I was a fraud because I hated being in control, let 
her take the lead, was even attracted to that (shock of shock). 
I knew many of her sexual fantasies revolved around being 
dominated by an alpha male, I knew she knew I played this part 
to see her happy, because of the negative responses I received 
when I asked or encouraged her to play on an equal level. I was 
terrified this new lover was just naturally going to be dominant 
to her in her life and she’d love that and I would be left out 
the picture. 

In the end this is what happened, I couldn’t play into the role 
of dominant male because it scared me to imagine the other guy 
doing it for real. 

I wouldn´t say I was cis male up to age of 17 when I cut my hair 
and properly started dating. I understand and accept the able 
bodied male privilege now, but never gained any first hand 
enjoyment from fitting into the usual roles in sex. So knowing I 
was competing with a man brought me back to that vulnerable kid 
in school that dickhead men would imagine as a weak girl. 

The second stage was seeing Zee 

Finding someone who understood the boundaries that had to be put 
in place to deal with everything that involves sharing yourself 
intimately with X were just too monolithic and unsustainable. 
This gave me a lot of needed distance that I only wish I could 
have had sooner. 

The third stage was committing emotional suicide 

I asked to know all the secrets that held her new lover up to 
the ultimate fantasy, to further detach myself from the 
relationship. I already knew that he might go back to America at 
any point which gave the attraction an intensity safety switch, 
and safe distance to admire later on. 
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I learnt that he had no knowledge of polyamory. I was told to 
trust he was going to completely respect the unique relationship 
that we had built with its own special boundaries overnight. 

That she’d broken up with Zee the day after they got together, 
I learnt that like all the other times she had started seeing 
someone else, it was about putting all her confidence in 
that person and moving all of her hopes and dreams from one 
person onto the next, instead of building on what she had. 
The day I turned up at her house I was in the way of that 
process. Finally I wasn’t going to be sucked in anymore, I 
could use this as a point of departure, I would walk my own 
road. 

Adlib

Most of this is totally alien to me now because I wrote 
it so long ago, it’s full of the general feelings that I 
had about the relationship, if I could remember more I 
would talk about the challenges of it being competitive, 
surreal, and a bunch of other nuances that stopped me 
from seeing the world outside of that little bubble I was 
in, but that’s the great thing about time and detachment 
you forget.
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Then Rebecca admits the uncomfortable truth: "This was just a 
teenage experiment. I needed to educate myself...so I decided 
to pick someone like you. Someone I'd never get hurt by." 
Justin is understandably crushed and ends their "play sessions" 
there and then. But is Rebecca's confession really so 
terrible? Yes, using someone for an "experiment" is definitely 
not cool. But what's so wrong about choosing a sexual partner 
who you find non-threatening? Isn't it a good thing—when women 
are so regularly accused of being attracted to "bad boys" — to 
see a woman actively choosing a gentle, non-Alpha male? Or 
does the fact Rebecca only sees Justin as a passing phase in 
her education mean she's planning to move on to tougher, 
rougher guys? 
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The film Thumb sucker sends shivers 
up my spine 
  

Excert by Catherine Scott

Rebecca hits on Justin, she frames it in the form of a "game," 
blindfolding him before kissing him and guiding his hand to her 
breast. When—as any conscious person would probably do, but 
especially an excited 17-year-old boy—Justin tries to remove 
the blindfold, she stops him. 

"Just touch, don't look," she whispers in his ear. 

"Why?" 

"Because those are the rules." And so it continues—every time 
Rebecca and Justin fool around, she runs the scene, and he 
lets her. He's always blindfolded, and she's always setting 
the pace. Until, after several encounters, Justin admits, 
"This thing bugs me. Why can't I see you?" 

Rebecca repeats, "Those are the rules," and Justin rejects 
his submissive status with one question: "Why do you get to 
make up all the rules?", and removes his blindfold. 



Role Playing Dominance fantasies badly. 

X was very submissive and always liked to be tied up and 
blindfolded if I would oblige. She met me building tree 
houses and I think she thought she was bedding someone 
mysterious, manly and dominant. This was a real in at the 
deep end of dysfunctional gender dynamics to learn about sex, 
which is why this movie cuts so deep. 

After the first few times we had sex she was shocked that I’d 
taken time to make sure she’d orgasm, I think this was a 
revelation to her that it went past just wooing her to ‘get 
access‘. When she realised she could suggest things for me, 
she stopped seeing me as an independent individual, but 
something she could control, because her version of a sexual 
man was not considering her needs. 

Sex was a battle ground because either I was suppressing 
pain and frustration at being held up to a fantasy I wasn’t 
or she was suppressing resentment for needing to hold onto 
me. 

She needed to feel dominated sexually and I think this flowed 
over into everyday life unchecked. She wanted a reaction to the 
abuse that she doled out because if you’re not abusing me back, 
you’re not caring. Domination would almost always play a part 
of our sex life and if I began to feel burnt out or exploited I 
was certainly cast off as bringing up unwelcome emotions. 

Honestly It was a horrible situation all round because in 
reality she was really dominating me personally and 
sexually; having seen that I wasn't out just to use her, she 
set about to use me for every act of humility she could 
squeeze out of me because she only knew herself or her 
social standing/identity by what she could squeeze out of 
her friends and relationships. 
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Submissive oriented people can just as easily Abuse 
as Dominant Tops, by Dominating sex from the Bottom 
position. 

Knowing that I couldn’t change her fantasies I asked for 
foreplay to be at least more equal 'so that it would be more 
exciting when I dominate her', but in reality she had to 
dominate me from the bottom to remind me I was actually spending 
too much time just lying there massaging her. 

When I untied her so she could see me or stopped explicitly 
playing the dominant role I’d see her not being able to look at 
me or not breaking eye contact; just staring at me completely 
disconnected, then laugh at me for awkwardly pulling out then 
passing it off by saying I was endearing.  So I would stop 
altogether and make up stories about getting a headache 
because I didn’t want to orgasm. 

Having tense sex while she was hiding having had sex with other 
people. 

Disconnected sex as currency thinking that she needed to return 
the favour to ‘make me happy’ 

Play wrestling for kisses turned into her pushing me into scary 
sex where she’d want me to be physically holding her down, while 
she’d be pretending to resist, very early on in the 
relationship.  The image seared in to my brain of her shaking 
her head to me climaxing because she didn’t want the scene to 
end, and wanted to pretend she wasn’t consenting. 
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I was emotionally abused by someone who said they 
didn't know what they wanted. 

They didn't know whether they wanted me, felt alone and used 
struggling with queer identity to push me away and pull me 
back.  

I felt obligated to dismiss abuses because of their 
oppression. 

They used my male identity to feel secure in themselves, whilst 
starting relationships without consent. 

They had an experience privilege. 

They felt guilty about hetero-normative desires and made me feel 
guilty for being with her. 

My abuser self-identified as she. 

Warning 

It could be that by pointing out women abuse, I get co-opted 
by MRA nutters. If anything this is simply an attack on 
Essentialism*, women are pure; men are evil, black and white 
bullshit, the historical carry-over of women being abused 
systematically far out ways that of men. This is a call for 
all bodies that enjoy sex with bodies dissimilar from their 
own to go away and learn what it means to play nice amongst 
your own gender, but if you ever feel that yearning for 
hetero sex, then think hard, dig in and become part of a 
feminist movement working on deconstructing preconceived 
notions about where that abuse comes from. Because it‘s in 
our minds as well as our bodies, where we suffer, I’ll tell 
you that for nothing. 

*See Spivak: Can the Subaltern Speak?
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A fresh start, but do dreams ever live up to reality?

My hands are tied, she’s in control, enjoying all of me to 
herself, but then she’s losing touch with me, the me that is 
not acting upon her, going into her own world, getting more 
and more distant, I enjoy watching her touch herself though, 
I start touching her neck and she wimpers joyously, I sit up 
and start stroking her body, she would intermittently open 
her eyes and grab hold of me, then she asks me for PIV*, now 
I’m lost, I ask if she wants to untie me, she’s forgotten, 
she asks if that’s what I want like someone who lights a 
cigarette, then remembers to ask if I mind having smoke blown 
in my face in a room the size of a closet with no windows. I 

feel trapped. 

She unties me and tries to pull me closer to her, I do but 
then I jerk back as soon as her eyes close again when it’s 
safe to hide. I can’t touch you now, I’m watching you from a 
dark well behind my eyes, I see you open your eyes and get a 
surprise, you try to touch me to recapture the energy, I lie 
and say I want to watch you touch yourself to orgasm, I mumble 
I’m ok and to carry on, she realises something’s very wrong, I 
know I’ve ruined the moment for her, we’re looking at each 
other like strangers now.  

She asks me what happened, she’s upset I didn’t communicate; 
I just curl up into a ball and cry.  

I am reading a blog about a wife who realises she’s a lesbian. 
Next time I see her again, I naively want to try not having 
sex, hoping we can cuddle more and still keep that implicit 
trust in the good intentions behind our words and stories. 

She is writing a lot of poetry now; we have long discussions 
trying to decide if it’s worth holding onto, or if a clean break 
would be better. 

A week later she’s seeing someone new and madly in love, my 
first instinct is to feel bad, if seeing me stopped her from 
looking for love elsewhere, then I realise how fucked up that 
is to automaticly consider my self worth as nothing, zip, zero. 

I go back and she is pining over the loss of her new lover, I 
remind myself never to make that mistake again of trying to be 
in a loving relationship without sex as an indicator of trust. 
Better get going someplace else, move along, get along, move 
along, get along, go! move! shift!

*PIV = Penis In Vagina. 28 



I'm a better anarchist than you...

Sometimes in anarchist spaces generalizations are flipped on 
their head, like it’s not how superior you are for beating your 
ex to the punch, in getting to say I’m dumping you. It’s who 
can feel most emotion about what was lost and what could have 
been gained. 

The same goes for heteronormativity, if you’re panamorous or 
polyamorous, it’s almost like walking in the room with a medal 
saying I’ve broken down these barriers in my mind. I think these 
subcultural superiorities are important as a backlash against 
the status quo, but it’s easy as activists to counter balance 
the sexist, homophobic, slut hating normative culture by pushing 
ourselves much further than we are comfortable and paying a 
higher price. 

Sometimes we feel like we’re playing who we want to be in an act 
that is life, I constantly project an outer experience of 
confidence in what I’m doing, which means ignoring previous 
boundaries that say I’m scared by this, and I get spurred on by 
friends also trying on new identities as part of the struggle to 
move away from oppressive relationship dynamics. 

There is one problem though and that is with the smallness of 
our radical community that validates my struggles, to throw off 
my shackles and be the most free loving person that we all wish 
to be, is honouring the path I’ve already walked. 

There is a reason many people call The ethical slut the bible of 
the polyamorous movement, and it’s not because it was the first 
book that dealt with polyamorous cultures it ‘s because it was 
aimed at giving repressed people an escape and it worked 

But when people make that sudden jump only to rely on the latest 
radical theories, it feels a lot like reinventing the wheel and 
being fundamentalist about rules that were only meant as 
guidelines. When you have questions, or things go wrong you have 
reduced your knowledge base, you only have the small 
idiosyncrasies that make us feel safe and secure in the 
consensus of radical communities and it’s opposing mainstream 
conditioning. 
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Polyamory 

If I can do polyamory well, then I free up the time I might 
have spent worrying about what my partner gets up to. But if I 
or my partner does poly badly, I open myself up to getting 
hurt far worse.   Polyamory can feel like stretching my line 
of comfort very thin to enable each of us to feel a new 
happiness never experienced before. 

But I shouldn’t ignore the massive range of social cues which 
force me to acknowledging that I feel selfish, jealous, unhappy 
even though these are all emotions that can be tied to my social 
conditioning within the mainstream or traditional hierarchies. 

Because without listening to myself and allowing friends to look 
out for me, I or my partner will start extra relationships for 
bad reasons and will suffer endlessly until coming to terms with 
the concepts of limitless love but limited time, limitless 
courage in the face of adversity but vulnerable and only human 

Queering Heterosexuality 

I get that it’s useful to draw upon examples of beautiful 
thriving pansexual, homosocial cultures, that help people see 
outside the narrow normative box of hetero sexuality, I love 
passing on those experiences of a lesbian comedian who only 
watches gay porn because lesbian porn is so geared to men, and 
doesn’t know whether she likes women or is just really into 
symmetry. That’s some funny shit right there, and I want to work 
on it moving past novelty into reality for more people, but at 
the moment it’s so nice to hear precisely because it contrasts 
hetero-normative culture so succinctly. 

I may romantically tease and flirt with my male friends, I’ve 
even stayed up reading Tolkien to them in my treehouse by 
candlelight and fallen asleep spooning them, but I don’t think I 
will ever feel comfortable getting jiggy with another guy, and 
unless I was in massive denial because of abuse I’d suffered I 
wouldn’t want to be encouraged into testing the waters neither. 

I know that the whole problem of men being detached from their 
sexuality is due to being unable to access feelings for other 
men because we are dangerous, hence never remedying the 
situation. But growing up there just weren’t any men I really 
admired, and I envy my gay friends, because they can take 
advantage of that very normal homo-social atmosphere among the 
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separated genders. I want those easy friendships and connections 
with women without an atmosphere of the hunter/ prey dynamic. 

I can feel that intimate familiarity with my male friends 
without wanting to have sex with them; I’d like the same with my 
female friends. Gay men and women seem to me to straddle that 
gender divide fluidly, friends with men and women equally and 
lovingly. I want to find myself in that space. 

Between sex-positive and sex-normative. 

So how do we move past these 2 opposite experiences of our 
sexuality, I think we should learn to admire authenticity.  
After having internalized the kudos from being physically active 
sexually and politically in a sex-positive activist scene, I’m 
really done with struggling to enjoy sex for now.  I just want 
easy, loving genuine connections, if that means saying no to sex 
when I really want to say yes to make someone happy, while I 
work out what I want, then that’s what I’ll have to do. But 
that’s obvious; the challenge is changing perspective, and 
learning that after one controlling drama filled relationship 
after another to accept that love is much more subtle than that, 
something that grows on you slowly. 

The best way I could describe what I want would be say working 
in a library together with some rad punk somewhere, forever 
enjoying the same things, never assuming the other one’s sexual 
preference until one day after years of non-sexual lovely 
familiarity, I accidentally give the game away by crushing on 
something they were doing, before I even realized myself doing 
it, then and only then do we both realize our love for each 
other and the dance of risking intimacy begins, but with all 
the knowledge of that other person as a true friend, what makes 
them feel safe, happy, excited, overjoyed. 

But I don’t see that happening in the spaces I inhabit because 
they are spaces dedicated to spreading information on better 
ways to do sex and the only good way to do that is talking from 
experience. The problem I have with storytelling is there can 
be a strong social competitive function, you are expected to 
gossip and compare your good relationship to the shitty 
relationships of friends or how you could never naively fall 
into the same mistakes of celebrity scandals you here in the 
news. 
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I miss the days when my sexual orientation, expression or 
assertiveness, was not the most important thing about me, and I 
don’t want to have to leave to more repressive normative circles 
just to get a breather from the running commentaries on your sex 
lives! Don't get me wrong I still go all gooey at being included 
in on the heartwarming intimate moments of personal growth, but 
expanding upon every tiny detail in the last 24 hours into some 
all encompassing theory that reduces your life into a soundbite, 
really ruins the real magic of living in the moment for me.

That is all. 

“..It’s that thing when you’re with someone, and you love them, 
and they know it, and they love you and you know it.  But it’s a 
party and your both talking to other people and you’re laughing 
and shining, and you look across the room, and catch each 
other’s eyes, but not because you’re possessive or it’s 
precisely sexual, but because that is your person in this life 
and it’s funny and sad, but only because this life will end and 
it’s this secret world, that exists right there, in public, 
unnoticed, that no one else knows about.  It’s sort of like how 
they say other dimensions exist all around us but we don’t have 
the ability to perceive them, that’s what I want out of a 
relationship”     – Frances Ha
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THE PERSONAL IS POLITICAL – REFLECTIONS ON MIKE MILLS FILM 
BEGINNERS 

“ We didn’t go to this war, we didn’t have to hide to have sex, 
our good fortune allowed us to feel a sadness our parents didn’t 
have time for, and a happiness that I didn’t see in them, we 
didn’t know how we learnt the stories in our heads, but some-
times they stopped running and I can really see Anna’s eyes in 
2003 ” 

I am someone obsessed with being historically conscious, pinning 
down every significant moment to what it represents to me, but I 
know that is a learnt tool to not be dismissed in conversation, 
which is entirely different to what I want in love.  When my 
first love asked me to pin down what our relationship meant to 
me, I naively said ‘why can’t it be about eyes and smiles’. 

That is why I see myself in the shoes of both these star crossed 
lovers, fighting to understand what it means to be human.  The 
First is Oliver who knows about gay-pride but never really knew 
the very ‘real’ part of his father being gay, up until 6 months 
after his mother dies at age 75, so there is a disconnect. 

The latter is Anna, who loves the silent discussion, what she 
calls ‘magic,’ that which is unexplainable about people from our 
individual perspective.  It reminds her she is free, and reminds 
her she can never ‘have’ the other person. 
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A very intimate moment right before they kiss for the first 
time, he is really enjoying the touch of her hand stroking his 
cheek, when she turns the moment into a joke by squidging his 
mouth up and rougheling his hair (subverting the ascetic beau-
ty), he immediately laughs without feeling embarrassed.  He 
see’s something in her that is worth risking being completely 
vulnerable too. 

They are both acutely aware of how stale things could become by 
falling into the patterns of their parents, they enjoy some of 
the soppy couple experiences but always by making fun of each 
other, whilst doing it.  They stay spontaneous by railing 
against anyone living on autopilot who shows a robotic set of 
behaviours, and perform righteous civil disobedience in the 
oppurtunist, situationist and anarchist tradition.

You can tell they both need strict monogamy but there’s no sub-
tle keeping each other in line, there is an implicit knowledge 
between each other and the viewer that the potential threat to 
their relationship isn’t an outside force pulling them apart, 
it’s what’s buried inside dragging them down.  They are so 
care-ful with themselves, because they don’t even know what 
they’re doing falling for one another, no other relationship 
setting but       

 
that of the survivors of trauma could have that 

intensity.

The problems with their parents are so open to Freudian inter-
pretation; Oliver has to replace his father as caretaker to his 
mother’s unfulfilling relationship to his gay father, and Anna 
is forced into a special relationship with her father where she 
is the only one he tells his deepest secrets of wanting to com-
mit suicide to. 

Oliver’s mother implicitly teaches the patriarchal gender divide 
in the family when talking about their line of descendants in 
Judaism.  The father has no Jewish blood in him so he is emo-
tionless; she has half of their history of suffering, so she has 
some emotions.  In the next scene Oliver has to lead his mother 
out of the art gallery because she was scaring the other visi-
tors, she chastises him for acting like the people that go see 
his

 
father’s exhibit, peg holing him as following in his fa-

ther’s footsteps.

But jumping forward to the present context, when he meets Anna 
who’s a full blooded Jew, it doesn’t have any significance to 
how they act or how good they are to each other. Patriarchy is 
irrelevant and all that fear of ‘where do I belong is confined 
to history, the viewer can only hope sexism goes with it. 
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Beginners is about 2 almost frail characters, nether are great 
examples for facing conflict and adversity but what I believe 
the director hopes to record is the shift from a world where 
oppression was palpable, people are on the streets not because 
they want to join a single issue campaign, they’re really 
fighting for their lives, not to have to be forced into hiding; 
to a future where even in the tiniest part of the world it is 
‘tolerated’ to be gay or Jewish or any other minority. 

Through the characters role playing, they endeavor to answer 
each other indirectly, it is clear more can be said in an ironic 
way, which speaks to the real reason behind the question, when-
ever fear appears to be creeping up on them, they shift effort-
lessly into an imaginary story they create together, using imag-
inary props and elaborate anecdotes, defining the parameters of 
a safe space in which both have time to conquer their imaginary 
demons and return to the real. 

We never hear them tell each other the stories of specific 
events that shaped them, any facts about the time they grow up 
in are given to us in scrapbook style pictures that flash up on 
the screen, we are unable to judge how well they view history, 
we are fed pure subjective memories, in that way we have to 
choose which is more relevant to us, love of the human or the 
rational. 
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The Spaniard

Two new migrants had arrived in Calais weary from their long and 
tragic journey with no place to go.  I locked up my bike and 
walked with them for an hour with all their bags and some bed-
ding we’d picked up at the garage, to a squat we’d opened the 
night before.  It was a Thursday night and even though we’d ar-
ranged to meet up late at night when we got there, too many peo-
ple were hanging around on the street for us to just walk in.  
There was a risk we’d get the police called on us, so we walked 
for another half an hour to the last squat I knew. 

When we got there I let them in and showed them the only room 
that didn’t have a missing wall or a river of water flowing 
through it.  We arranged their bedding on the floor and ate some 
snacks I’d brought along. Sitting down we remembered we were all 
very tired, so I said my goodbyes and walked back home.  On my 
way I was imagining how great it would be if we had enough funds 
for one of those little electric cars you don’t need a license 
for. 

I get back to the women’s house and tell the Spaniard about my 
long walk.  He stares back, his eyes getting bigger as compre-
hension sinks in. 

‘Don’t tell me you used the space, after I said it’s off lim-
its’; he reminded me of the other group of migrants who had said 
they could make something of the space, and not to tell anyone 
else about it.  As it turned out, they stopped using it as it 
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was a long walk from the car parks where people try for England, 
and no one was around when we got there. 

‘The building site, yea I didn’t know what else to do, I 
couldn’t tell them to sleep on the street after I’d walked them 
around for an hour already.’ 

He shouted at me for a few minutes until he had enough and went 
down into the basement to sleep.  In the days ahead he was in-
consolable, telling everyone how bad an activist I was, what a 
stupid call I’d made.  I didn’t know how to respond to his an-
ger.  So I carried on doing what needed doing, going skipping 
with the bike trailer, organizing the garage, climbing over 
walls to scout out new squats, doing morning watch at the jun-
gle.  All the time the Spaniard avoided me, telling everyone how 
I’d dashed his efforts. 

Then about a week later after this happened I was in the office 
and got a personal voice recording through on email, talking 
through a problem I’d been having with recurring traumas from 
previous relationships.  The bell to the office rang, t’was the 
Spaniard.  So I buzzed him in and just started to crack up gig-
gling, before he even got to the door, because I knew what I 
wanted, nay, needed to ask him. 

I’m going to need that computer soon… What… what is it? 

Aha well… you know how I love you right? 

*stern look back*

I just got this really important audio email, I really need to 
listen to this, its super important to me, is there any chance 
you could just go back outside for like 2 minutes while I listen 
to it? 

You’re kidding right? 

*me with a Cheshire grin on my face, can barely believe what I’m
asking, just laughing at the tension* 

Pleeeeaaasee, you’d be my best friend in the whole wide world! 
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*leaving with a cigarette in his mouth, huffing and puffing*

I listen to the recording, full of joy at being listened to and 
understood. 

He comes back in the room and sits down at the computer, and 
he’s trying to hide a smile, because he can’t quite be angry at 
the absurdity of it all. 

I’m moving round the room in a little dance because I’m so hap-
py, chatting away to him.  Then I make us both coffee, and bring 
it over to him.  He turns around at a fatal moment and the cof-
fee knocks all over the table. 

If he’d really been angry I couldn’t have pressed more buttons 
to make him that way if I tried.  But in that moment I sensed 
that the sickly vulnerability of my position was just comedy 
gold, and I took a risk that we could laugh about this story 
later. 

I realized quite quickly this comedy could turn into a drama 
before I knew it, so I moved to exit the room picking up my bag 
like the end of a scene, but silly me thinks I need to do an 
encore to really drive the message home. 

As I’m leaving I’m dramatically pleading with him, ‘what crime 
did I do but to love with all my heart, to deserve such heinous 
punishment’, a la opera style.  As I’m shutting the door on my-
self slowly like I’m being shut out the Garden of Eden, I say 
‘no!  Please don’t hate me! I was but a fool!’ 

After a week of tension, it took just 3 minutes of play acting, 
and we were good as gold after that.  I learnt that when you 
make even the smallest gains in Calais, not to be flippant if 
the situation changes and said gains don’t seem so relevant any-
more.  Be delicate with other activists achievements. 

It’s hard to hold our heads in these spaces.  When a friend is 
looking for a target to vent their anger, it’s good to be able 
to throw ego to the wind.  It’s good to be that inoffensive 
skinny boy who dismantles the image of me as being socially com-
petitive by dancing around wildly and singing Delaney had a Don-
key with pie on my face. 
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We learnt that day that it’s OK to go a bit mad and get our an-
ger out at the situation in Calais; a crazy, surreal place like 
no other, a time capsule in people’s journey, a place that means 
a different thing to everyone going through it; a joke, a bul-
let, a game, a kick, a song, a police cell.  But like every oth-
er war zone, border, hospital or prison in the business of sys-
tematizing people’s lives, people are able to enter these spaces 
on the worst days of their lives, because everyone of us is 
holding on to that hope of better days ahead. 



RESOURCES: 

Zines: “Support”, “Learning Good Consent”, and “Ask First!”, 
available online at [zinelibrary.info]  

“From the Mouths of Wolves Bellowing Forth: Ask” -  

[https://homeiswhereyoufindyourfeet.wordpress.com] 

For trauma,  

[theicarusproject.net/resources]  

“Goodsex/Badsex” [email Kyla at joybeatsoppres-sion@riseup.net] 

“See no, Hear no, Speak no” [zinelibrary.info]  

“Girl/Boy”  

24HR HELPLINES: 

Samaritans  -  0845 790 9090  

Childline  -  0800 11 11  

Refuge and Women's Aid  -  0808 200 0247 

London Lesbian & Gay Switchboard  -  020 7837 7324 

Beaumont Society (Trans support)  -  01582 412220  

RANGE OF PROJECTS THAT OFFER SUPPORT: 

RASAC (Mon, 11.30am -1.30pm, Tues and Thurs, 7-9.30pm) 

Rape and Sexual abuse counselling for men and women who have 
suffered rape or sexual abuse at any time in their life. Free 
and confidential listening, support and information service, 
face to face counselling service 
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Women's Helpline (answered only by women) tel: 0196 284 8024 

Men's Helpline (answered by men and women) tel: 0196 284 8027 

MensAdviceLine.org.uk  -  0808 801 327 (Mon - Fri 9am-5pm) 

Advice line for male victims of domestic violence.
Website has downloadable toolkits 

STOP IT NOW.org.uk  -  0808 100 0900

Help line aimed at adults who have abused or are thinking of 
abusing a child, family and friends of abusers and parents of 
children and young people with worrying sexual behavior. 

WOMEN’S HELPLINES 

RapeCrisis.org.uk - 0808 802 9999

Rape Crisis centres offer a range of services for women and 
girls who have been raped or experienced another form of sexual 
violence. 

WomenAgainstRape. net  -  0207 482 2496 (Mon to Fri, 1.30-4pm)

Offers practical support and counselling to black and immigrant 
women and other women of colour, including asylum seekers. 
Serves London. Centre opening hours: Tues and Wed 12-4pm, Thurs 
5-7pm. 

MENS HELPLINES 

AMSOSA.com  -  0845 430 9371 (Wed, 7-9pm)

Telephone helpline for adult (17+) male survivors of child 
sexual abuse and adult rape. Serves south east and south west 
England. 

SurvivorsUK.org  -  0845 122 1201 (Mon 7-9pm) 

Provides support for men who have been raped or sexually abused. 
Helpline takes calls from the whole of the UK, with face-to-face 
counselling and support groups in the London area. 
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TRANS HELPLINES 

AllsortsYouthProject.org  -  01273 721211 

Allsorts is a project based in Brighton to support and empower 
young people under 26 who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans* or 
unsure (LGBTU) of their sexual orientation and/or gender 
identity. Offers telephone, email and one to one support. 

BrokenRainbow.org.uk - 0300 999 5428 to leave a message 

Offers support for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender 
(LGBT)

 
 people experiencing domestic violence.

1-1 instant chat messenger on the website.
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